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Keep it down, some try to work here!
Sounds familiar? The human species
is very sensitive regarding the sounds
in their environment. It is one of the
most diverse relationship we have with
a physical phenomenon. Sound is music, language, part of our environment,
it is relaxing or pushing, it is warning
or simply just part of the orientation.
During the last 100 years, the what we
hear got individualised by the invention
of headphones and a new chapter for
the music industry and curated sounds
started. People began to attribute what
they hear far more to their individual
character and maybe so, the excessive
fandoms of superstars was born. We
are about to experience a second revolution regarding the question: What are
we hearing?
Hearables are supposed to be the next
hot thing, they will give us superpowers
in that world, where sound is regaining
its importance. Mind you, it already has
been important, even life saving to us.
In the beginning of humanity, understanding sound was a key component
of survival. The sound of birds singing
would suggest that there was no immediate danger, whereas the roar of a sabretooth tiger would imply otherwise.
Despite this, sounds of nature were
not exclusive to survival. For example,
laughter showcases companionship
which is necessary for the reassurance
that the herd of humans belongs together. Over the last 300,000 years, the
human subconscious has continually
adapted to the large variety of sounds,
which scientifically are nothing else
than pressure waves travelling through
the particles of air.
We developed four reactions regarding
sound: physiological, cognitive, psychological and behavioural. Physiologically, sound affects the body to change the
heart rate, the hormone production and
the breathing. An example of a cognitive

reaction could be when an employee has
to choose whom in a busy office they want
to listen to, blocking out the other sounds
in order to process one person’s conversation. The third reaction is psychological – music and natural sound influence
emotions. True for every genre, music
is transcribing emotions and revealing
these to a listener, who is emphatically
taking them in. Consequently, the fourth
reaction is how we conduct ourselves
behaviourally to sound. Moving from
uncomfortable, hurtful sound to a pleasant ambience is a natural response.
Not surprisingly, the media knows exactly how to tamper with us. One example is sound in movies, all of them perfectly curated to make it a convincing
lie. Ambience is setting the mood of the
story, while sound effects are breathing
life into the moving pictures on screen.
A harmony played by the trumpet transports us right to the centre of Cuba; the
theme song of Jaws sends a chill down
the spine. See how easily we are manipulated? As our evolution told us to
behave, we are reacting in these very
rudimentary ways. But then again, we
are reacting yet more to its counterpart,
silence.
Christine Sun Kim, an artist who was
born deaf, knows about silence. Through
the lack of sound, she felt like she was
not part of the society. During growing up, sound to her was meant for other people, she lived by the rules set up
by hearing people. Smashing the door,
chewing loudly, slurping; she learned to
avoid these sound mistakes by mirroring her surroundings. For her, society
disregarded her because of her lack of
verbal communication. “Sound is like
money, power, control - social currency (…) There's a massive culture around
spoken language. And just because I
don't use my literal voice to communicate, in society's eyes it's as if I don't
have a voice at all.” Spoken language has

SOUND IS LIKE
MONEY, POWER,
CONTROL SOCIAL CURRENCY.
obviously an immense share in societies
behaviour. The baby’s first words are
more significant than anything else in
a world, where everything is already a
noteworthy first. In the grown-up world,
spoken language resembles prompt
communication with an infinite amount
of parties, an instant socially acceptable
repartee of vocal action and reaction.
The biologist Mark Pagel explains the
miracle of words as a tool to satisfy needs
by implanting an idea into another person’s head. “And just as you use the remote control device to alter the internal
settings of your television to suit your
mood, you use your language to alter
the settings inside someone else's brain
to suit your interests. (...) imagine the sense of wonder in
a baby when it first discovers that, merely by uttering
a sound, it can get objects to
move across a room as if by
magic, and maybe even into
its mouth.” Obviously politicians use this kind of manipulation, but so does nowadays media, marketing,
family and friends. And we
manipulate ourselves.
Language is shaping ourselves as humans, it is representing our values on the outside in the
same scale as on the inside. According to
Benjamin Whorf, a renowned linguist,
our thoughts, emotions and perception
of reality is directly correlated to our
way of speaking. He created the thesis
‘linguistic relativity’ which is based
on the idea that our own structure of
language determines our decisions. In
short: language influences the people
around us, but it also influences our
own behaviour.
Moving along with this idea of language,
a resulting assumption is that a person
whose ability of language is impaired,
is not able to perform the same level

of thoughts as a person who can articulate perfectly. Obviously, this trail of
thoughts is as wrong as it can be, but
sadly, this attitude can be observed
amongst people. A group of people,
where one person is not able to communicate, whether this problem is caused
by the speaking of different languages
or due to hearing impairment, is likely
to be left ignored and alone. The worst
position for us herd animals to be in.
Without the patience to overcome these
barriers, belittlement and frustration
are the results. Particularly belittlement is a massive problem in nowadays
time. Elderly people, whose ability to
communicate is diminished by their

hearing problems, suffer, because of the
condescending behaviour displayed by
the standard hearing persons. While
we have the advantage of getting older,
please be aware, this will be us one day.
As always, we need patience and peristance to change a trait, but it is worth it.
Christine Sun Kim showed her patience
and persistance: she found her way
into the world of sound through translating the movements of ASL into the
language of music. Her mindfulness
showed her a way to overcome the barrier of verbal language and as a result
to define herself in the terms of a sound
based society.

[ HEAR IT ]

HEAR IT
We are back in ancient Rome, where
massacres are to entertain the public and a gladiator’s death is down to
the thumb’s direction. There is a war
out there, financed by the richest and
the powerful, and the trophy is to win
our obsession. Ten years after the first
iPhone, Google, Apple, Microsoft or Samsung, just to name a few, are battling to
create an original innovation which will
lead to an avalanche of interest, allurement and obsession across the world.
The public wants to be entertained and
to be charmed to celebrate their new
champion, but as the surprising downfall of Doppler Labs reveals, Fortuna’s
wheel can turn quickly.
Many experts are identifying hearables
as this new champion. Jarrod Jordan,
Bragi's chief marketing officer, wants to
see the rise of this innovation as a successor of smartphones. "The first is desktop, the laptop is second, smartphone
third and the Dash [Hearable device by
Bragi - Ed. Note] is fourth. To have a discreet audio assistant in your ear versus

having something like a chip in your
body or a virtual reality headset allows
you to do many of the things you do with
a screen but can accomplish with just
hearing or speaking."
This prophecy assumes, that humans are
more comfortable with an assistant in
their ears instead of in front of their eyes,
like augmented reality glasses could provide. Quite bold regarding the addiction
of screens which put roots down in the
past twenty years. Voice assistants like
Alexa and Siri are the first steps into the
smart future, where vocal command is
the new switch at the kettle; the Internet of Voice has arrived. Now instead of
a smart listener in the flat, we are about
to have also a smart speaker, a Jarvis, in
our ears. Nick Hunn invented the term
hearables in 2014, but since then
the niche was reinvigorated by
Bragi and Earin. In the meantime, many
companies joined the trend, even the
tech giants Apple and Google. The definition of hearables got complex. Hunn expanded his first approach into “anything

HEAR IT

THE FIRST IS
DESKTOP, THE
LAPTOP IS
SECOND,SMARTPHONE THIRD
AND THE DASH
IS FOURTH

that fits in or on an ear
that contains a wireless
link, whether that’s for
audio, or remote control
of audio augmentation
(…) These range of options will lead to much
greater differentiation
in the market and blur the boundaries
between basic wireless headphones,
complex audio processing earbuds and
hearing aids. All now fit in the spectrum
of hearables and it is increasingly likely that it will be a spectrum that users
move through during the course of their
lives.” Until the combats in the colosseum reveal which hearables are going to
succeed, it is a suggestion that we should
leave it as it is.
There is a potential for a vast amount
of unique interactions with this future
technology. For example, head gestures
for accepting phone calls, skipping
songs or navigating through a menu
are already implemented into the Dash.
It is part of a trend called Kinetic User

Interface. Furthermore, the hearables
have touch interactions on the buds
themselves. In future, these areas will
influence the shape of the devices to give
us, let's say, a nice swipe area behind
our ears. The approach of Google’s Soli
to have tiny hand movements as interactions, could be easily implemented and
used for an effortless and natural input
technology. Data automatically gathered by the biometrics in hearables can
be used for a situation specific output.
For example, smart music which reads
heartbeat, GPS and movement, adapts
itself to the personal running style.
Traditional inputs as connected smartphone apps and voice commands are
possible too, although I hope for new
ways of interaction to emerge during the
developments of hearables.
A similar innovative advance like the
variety of interactions is missing in the
design of the hearables. Doppler Labs
openly mocked Google for copying not
only the design of the devices but even
the style of advertisement. Looking like

a ‘Button in Ear’, this time not the trademark of a Steiff animal, visualises a perfect description of hearables by Google,
Doppler Labs and Bragi. The devices
have a diameter of about 20mm and are
mostly manufactured in black plastic to
be durable and weather resistant. Other
than the Google Pixelbuds, the individual earplugs of all other devices are wirelessly linked. The first impression of the
designs comes across as boring and clumsy. To have a literal plug in the ear is not
representative of the futuristic promise
this innovative technology wants to give.
A problem might evolve as their appearance does not communicate the feature
of the buds: it looks like the user is listening to music, a rather encapsulating
activity, than translating languages. It is
about the design of the devices to communicate exactly the purpose and the grade
of sought isolation. Furthermore, an approach like this is rather an indication
of shyness. A bold design, strongly different than the others, will demonstrate
that this company is fully convinced of
their idea and its potentials. So please,
stop pursuing comfort, start being
adventurous.
This futuristic promise also contains
a rather disturbing aspect. In our
digitalised world the next step seems
to be a connected world, where a toaster and a TV are exchanging data for the
comfort of the user. Face to face dialogues are the last huge amount of data
we can mostly keep between two parties. Since Snowden we know that we are
watched, even listened to by the NSA. In
future, our commands to switch on the
kettle might be analysed regarding our
mood, even further, imagine the data a
hearable could gather: Movement, heart
rate, location, surrounding sounds aside,
it can log every spoken word and sell the
data to a buyer, who will approach you
with fitting advertisement or propaganda. For this reason, the war might be in

the end not about our passion and our
money, but our data.
Be that as it may, the majority of people
are not inflicted by the leak of data. The
social media as well as Google still gets
a permanent update on where you are,
with whom you are and what you have
eaten, all provided by the networkers
themselves.
Henrietta Thompson already looked
into the possibilities 10 years ago, at the
'Hearwear' exhibition in London. Companies like IDEO exhibited products
which dealt with possibles futures of
hearing devices commercially as well
as critically. 2006, eight years before the
term hearables originated, the exhibits
consisted of devices for noise control as
well as for inclusion of deaf persons. The
Goldfish concept for example records the
last ten seconds of surrounding audio,
well that is a statement about society.
For now, we are already addicted to our
smartphones, we are screen zombies. Up
to today, 16 deaths and 55 injuries were
caused by PokemonGo. Will hearables
encapsulate us even more?
In an interview about hearables nowadays, Henrietta Thompson looks at this
trend with mixed feelings: "(We’re) too
reliant on our screens and devices and so
on. I actually think that hearables could
help to balance that in a positive way. In
that, you don’t come so as reliant on our
screens because we’re not getting information just from this one place.
So, I think there’s the point for creating
that kind of tempo. That side of things.
But certainly also obviously there’s a
risk that it might go too far the other way,
you don’t know if somebody’s listening to
you or not because you don’t know what
else is going on.
So yeah, hypothetically I guess it has the
potential to both connect people more
remotely but disconnect people on a
more personal level in the same way that
mobile devices have."

A PARALLEL AREA OF
DEVELOPMENT, WHICH
WILL DRIVE INNOVATION
IN BOTH EARBUDS AND
HEADPHONES WILL
BE THE RISE OF VOICE
COMMUNICATIONS
FOR INTERNET
OF VOICE (IOV)
APPLICATIONS, WHERE
TALKING BECOMES
AS IMPORTANT AS
LISTENING [ NICK HUNN ]

[ HERE NONE ]

H ERE
NONE
The clack clack clack of the keyboards
in a shared office when you need to focus, the cars roaring on the street while
you want to enjoy the view, the cement
truck at a construction site churning
and screeching vehicles in the background while you just want to relax on a
Saturday morning. Yes, noises can drive
us mad. Therefore, it is no surprise that
nearly everyone is wearing headphones,
encapsulating themselves into their
own world.
Hearables by companies like Doppler
Labs or Nuheara are counteracting the
isolation currently waiting between two
earbuds. Giving the user the superpower of augmenting their hearing, Doppler
Labs’ ‘Here One’ and Nuheara’s ‘IQbuds’
want them to be in charge of what and
especially how much they hear. Speech
enhancement and noise cancellation,
customisable through the respective
app, are the core features for a self-curated sound experience. A review by the
Wired author David Price states that the
layered listening of the Here One allows
him to listen to music and the sounds of
the world mixed up in one. “When you
first put the buds on, rather than the
sudden feeling of quiet and isolation,
you still hear the world around you. The
buds themselves are processing ambient sound in real time, and sending it
through to your head.” The user can control the blend via the app or, with a tap
on the bud, shut down the augmentation
instantly. Price mesmerised states: “Controlling the world’s sound is a superpower I never imagined having, and one

I don’t want to lose.” Further components of the Here One include the Live
Mix, where the user can tweak the surrounding sound and the Real World Volume for enhancing or dimming the ambient noise. The most promising feature
is the Smart Noise Filter, which through
predefined profiles tweaks what we hear
for example in a restaurant. The background murmur of the environment is
dimmed, while the user can still enjoy
a clear and crisp dialog of the people sitting at the same table. Rumours are, that
in future AI might even take on the task
to identify unwanted and wanted noise.
Nick Hunn, expert in the field of mobile
and wireless communication, is agreeing to the necessity of these products,
as “in an increasingly
noisy world, even those
with perfectly good
hearing need help in
having conversations”.
Everyone has been in
the situation where a
loud environment is
disturbing every possibility of conversation,
either in a club, in a
football station or in
a train with squeaky
brakes. What is barely
irritable for most of us,
is a daily hustle for people with hearing
problems. Estimations of the WHO are
that 1.1 billion humans under the age
of 30 are in danger of damaging their
hearing due to the level of sound exposure. Partly because the fields of work

CONTROLLING
THE WORLDS
SOUND IS A
SUPERPOWER I
NEVER IMAGINED
HAVING, AND
ONE I DON’T
WANT TO LOSE.

Doppler Labs 'Here One' ruined by Google?

within military, construction and
industrial surroundings cannot use
standard earplugs as verbal communication is a stipulation. We can all agree
that in a dangerous situation as a war
zone, a soldier must not miss any commands from their superior through
wearing ear plugs. In consequence, veterans suffer from severe hearing loss.
Surprisingly, not only are these specific
surroundings a threat to hearing. Most
damage is done through headphones
themselves. Beats by Dr Dre, one of the
best-known headphones on the market,
reaches a volume of 115 db. In comparison, a thunderclap is about 120db. If you
listen 15 minutes on that level, you can
severely harm your hearing. Irreversibly. While wearing headphones have
become part of the culture, in trains,
in work or for going on a walk, it is no
surprise that once again, people became
dependant on a device which ultimately will lead to severe problems in the
future. Ultimately also because there is
not enough awareness of this problem.

It is still a stigma attached to deafened
humans, which are people who lost the
ability to hear as an adult, and humans
with impaired hearing. Those people
are treated as of less intelligence, their
problem diminishes them. The possibility that the same happens to everyone if
this addiction of music continues, keeps
on being disregarded.
For this reason, the products of Nuheara
and Doppler Labs and their policy is so
vital. Doppler Labs with their campaign
‘Here together’ as well as Nuheara supported the ‘Over-the-Counter Hearing
Aid Act’ which has been signed into law
in September 2017. Products for people
who suffer from mild to medium hearing loss can soon be sold over the counter and won’t need further prescription.
This will lead to a broader product range,
individuality in design and, in the end,
to a greater acceptance of hearing impairments. Many people see the need for
support for hearing as a weakness, as a
symbol of old age, senility and dependence. Why buy the expensive hearing

NONE
HERE

aid, I didn’t need it before? Cheaper and
more basic versions of hearing aids give
those people the opportunity to slowly
getting used to them. Even though a doctor should be consulted, it reduces the
level of stubbornness towards these devices. A similar development happened
with glasses. Around the turn of the millennium, glasses went from an obvious
aid to a choice of fashion style. Through
the rising interest in glasses, according
to Handley started by the fandom of ‘the
boy who lived’, the market saw the opportunity to offer cheaper, more individual designed spectacles, which lead
to a growing interest for using them as a
part of personal style. KR Liu, director of
advocacy and accessibility for Doppler
Labs, wants to create a similar experience for hearing aids. "You wear glasses
and it's socially acceptable; you might
have five or six pairs. It's a fashion statement. Why can't hearing technology be
that way?”
Will hearables like IQbud and Here One
change the behaviour of the society in
regards of hearing loss? From the perspective of a passer-by, there is no indication whether the Here One is used for
streaming music or amplifying speech.
In an interview with the Forbes, KR Liu
enhances the decision on the design of
the product. “I don’t want a product that
is hidden. I want a product you can wear
and look cool.” A device which is not giving away a clue about the persons hearing is helpful for the people, who need
a sound amplifier due to hearing loss
but are not getting any help from the
doctor. Those people can wear the Here
One without meeting any prejudice.
However, the warning of experts like
Carole Rogin, president of the Hearing
Industries Association, needs to be considered. She cautions that the public will
buy the amplifiers like Here One instead
of seeking medical help until it is too
late. This risk is given, but like glasses,

the stores will soon realise the opportunity and provide tests to offer the best
solutions and to send them to seek further assistance if necessary.
On the other hand, deafened people and
people with a strong hearing impairment won’t get any support out of this
campaign. The products like Here One
and IQbuds are not hearing aids nor will
they have the ability to replace medical
hearing aids in near future. Nick Hunn
analyses in his report hearing aids in
contrast to hearables. The result: hearing aids are and will be advanced in technology, battery life and size. “They’re designed to be fitted and set up by qualified
audiologists who will map the customer’s hearing loss and configure a hearing aid to provide the best response.”
This individualistic requirement cannot
be met by a product which is about 300$
right now. There will still be the need
for the costly hearing
aids. There is even the
possibility, that the
devices like Here One
are risking an inclusion of deaf and deafened people. Since a
hearing aid cannot
guarantee a seamless
hearing in every situation (for example
windy weather is a
problem) there is no indication which implies
the person cannot hear you or chooses
not to hear you. The support in public
places might indeed decrease through
the uncertainty caused by the hearables. Since the devices don’t give a fully-fledged solution like glasses do, those
users might still need help. How is the
public able to distinguish from a listener to music to a person with a hearing
problem? It is given, that the hearing
aids nowadays do not signal this either,
but with hearables looking similar to

hearing aids, the first reaction of the
public will be to throw it all in one pot.
As long as technology is unable to ensure
that people with all kind of hearing problems will be on the same level of hearing,
it will be difficult to ensure improved actions surrounding their daily life.
In the end, Doppler Labs, a promising
company, even amongst Forbes’ 2016

Next Billion-Dollar Startups list, had to
shut down in November 2017 as the Here
One didn’t sell as expected. A remarkable technology didn’t find the buyers
amongst the dedicated purchasers of
every new smartphone nor the smart
technology enthusiasts. Maybe this is finally a sign, that the 21st century obsession with the digital everything is over.

DEVICES LIKE
HERE ONE ARE
RISKING AN
INCLUSION OF
DEAF AND
DEAFENED
PEOPLE

KR Liu [ Advocacy
& Accessibility at
Doppler Labs,
US Congressional
Award Winner, Hearing Loss Advocate ]

[ A FISH IN YOUR EAR ]

MEANWHILE, THE
POOR BABEL FISH, BY
EFFECTIVELY REMOVING
ALL BARRIERS TO
COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN DIFFERENT
RACES AND CULTURES,
HAS CAUSED MORE
AND BLOODIER WARS
THAN ANYTHING ELSE
IN THE HISTORY OF
CREATION.
[ DOUGLAS ADAMS ]

A woman
wearing
'Pilot' by
Waverly
Labs

Quite pompous was the entrance of
Google’s Pixelbuds in October 2017.
Everyone was baffled, while the technology magazines had to get their hands
on them to test, to scrutinize and to lift
the veil of these smart buds with the
ability to translate instantaneously any
language: Babel fish 2.0. The reality is:
the smartphone is translating spoken
language and transfers it to the device
in your ears. Nevertheless, this is a technological success, which gives a glimpse
into a future where communication is
possible regardless of the language. How
long, until either Google, Bragi or Waverly Labs will manage the breakthrough.
Of course, more companies already flirted with the idea to be the very first to
set independent translation devices on
the market. Already in May 2017, Bragi brought with the Dash Pro hearables
with an equivalent set of features to the
market, while Waverly Labs is still at development stage. The characteristic trait
is currently similar with these products:
a smartphone app is needed to process
the spoken language before it transmits
the translation to the connected earpieces. Rumours are, that the prototype of
the Here Two by Doppler Labs was already able to render the translation in

the earpieces itself.
There are only a few interactions within the translation feature. After a
connection with the mobile has been
established, the mobile recognises
automatically the spoken language and
transfers it to the hearable without further input by the user.
The fact, that four of the major hearable companies are focusing on an
instant translation feature, is proof that
the companies are convinced that this
extra will be the unique selling proposition (USP) which convinces the broad
mass to buy. Languages are a barrier
in seamless conversation between cultures. In Papua New Guinea alone, we
can identify 800 different languages,
on one island with a population of 8.25
million people. The EU itself is a perfect
example of the distribution of languages. Despite the early civilisation and the
long history, every single country in Europe is sticking to their own language.
Presumably it is one of the reasons why
the collaboration of the countries is still
a Sisyphean task. The device which can
overcome this barrier will be widely applauded and will help to increase
the tourism, the economics and the collaboration of the nations worldwide.

Travellers, Inventors, Economists, Doctors, the list of potential users is endless.
Of course, the idea of an omni translating device is sparked by the fascination
of Sci-Fi publications like Doctor Who,
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy or Star
Trek. The babelfish even “by effectively
removing all barriers to communication
between different races and cultures,
has caused more and bloodier wars
than anything else in the history of creation.” In Douglas’ reasoning, it is vital
to remember that languages are part of
the respective cultures. Learning their
language means to understand more of
their trails of thought, more about what
is important and about the history of the
people. The number of terms the Inuit
use for different kinds of ice and snow

Advertisment by Bragi for
their new 'Dash Pro'

is a popular example. Putting down the
barriers of language will indeed put barriers up. As the cultural understanding
is left out, humans or in Douglas’s case,
races of the universe, retreat to their
own people. Quite a dark prophecy. Currently at Earth, the first world countries
are growing together due to economical
and technological advantages. A translation device for these parts of the world
will simplify international businesses,
tourism, research and development and
hopefully political relations. Despite the
comfort this technology is promising us:
learning a language is not only growing
certain areas in the brain, it is the most
respectful way to get to know a culture.
As Charlemagne states: To have another
language is to possess a second soul.

[ HELLO SILENCE, MY OLD FRIEND ]

[ I want to specify that in the following,
conclusions are based on the journey
of deafened humans. For deaf humans,
experiences are different and therefore
these shall not be confused with the experience of deafened humans. ]

“Imagine London turned down. Cut
out the traffic. Cut the trees and the pigeon. Cut the leaf-blower, the trains, the
smoothing rain. Cut the air brakes, the
scaffolders, the click of heels.” - Do you
see how each word is automatically setting the particular sound in your head?
- “Cut the beep of the reversing truck
or the bang of its shuttered back. Cut
music. Cut Conversation. Cut the whole
lot” - What is left? - “I can’t hear London
breathing any more. Perhaps it’s dead.”
Bella Bathurst paints a vivid picture of
what hearing people fear most: being
cut out from these sounds and losing
such a rudimentary component of life.
The ability to hear. In her book “Sound
– Stories of Hearing Lost and Found”
Bathurst put her own journey on to paper, how she gradually lost her hearing
in 1998, how her life changed and how
she regained sound in her life. The book
touches on many facets surrounding
the matter of losing the ability to hear
perfectly, losing the trust of others and
losing her self-esteem.
What is not obvious to people with good
hearing: hearing aids don’t restore the
hearing to 100% in every situation.
People who have trouble with hearing,
almost immediately need to see the

person they speak to. Hearing aids are
mostly only helping halfway, the other
half needs to be put together like a puzzle through facial expression, gestures
and lip movement. Sound turns into
a tangible object, which has trouble
reaching you when it fights the wind.
Surfaces, room layout, the amount of
people in the room, the distance to the
source of the sound, those are considerations which needed to be made on
regular basis by humans with less than
perfect hearing. Sound becomes a living thing with quirks.
Sound in the memory is even more
socially important. “Even if you haven’t seen an old friend for a long time,
their voice stays within you – the way
they speak, their rhythm and diction.”
The best way to imitate someone is
by copying the way they speak. It is a
characteristic like the
colour of eyes, and
every comedian uses
this technique to mock
public figures. But it
goes even deeper. The
memory is often connected to sound as well
as visual. To help to a
better understanding,
I want to cite a very
impressive paragraph
out of the book.
“Without acknowledgment or effort, you can recall exactly the
way your son’s first cries differed from
your daughter’s or the way your brother drops an octave when he’s trying to

EVEN IF YOU
HAVE NOT SEEN
AN OLD FRIEND
FOR A LONG
TIME, THEIR
VOICE STAYS
WITHIN YOU

A russian advertisment created by the
Alexander
Rodchenko of a
woman shouting
'BOOKS!' in 1924

impress someone. You know what your
boss sounds like when she’s nervous
and how that differs from the way she
speaks with friends. You could calibrate
the note of danger in your partner’s
voice down to micro-decimal points or
discriminate between several thousand
shades of ‘no’. You know what your girlfriend sounds like when she’s flirting,
or how when she’s angry the Geordie
in her comes to the front. You have the
most perfectly engineered voice-recognition software invisible, inside. “
Every single importance of sound is listed right there, in this paragraph. Communication, first and foremost, but divided up into every little detail which
transfers communication to friendship
and family. The sterile words become
human when you add tone, rhythm and
melody to it, and therefore are easier to
process and understand. Sound in communication means to strengthen the
mutual bond between humans, to create
memories of emotions, trust and friendship. This is the reasons why Facebook

and WhatsApp chats are not a healthy
communication between humans. It is
no surprise if those technologies will
lead to a reversed step within empathy
and compassion. Without tone of voice,
a majority of the message is missing.
Without tone of voice, the receiver is
left with interpreting the mood of the
messenger which will subconsciously
echo the mood of the receiver and we
all agree that this in some situations
not the best solution. Without tone of
voice, twittering people are empowered
to bully online, while they would never
repeat it publicly in the same vile voice.
Talking about voice, the core of a sound
communication via within the modern
world. Voice (noun): The sound produced in a person's larynx and uttered
through the mouth (Oxford Dictionary). Our voice defines who we are, it
is part of your appearance. Mystified
in legends ranging of the Odysseus’
sirens to Disney’s Ariel, voice has always hypnotized people until today
where the heroes of young people

HELLO SILENCE,

Bella Bathurst [ Author of
the book Sound - Stories
of Hearing Lost and Found ]

are not doctors but superstars. Want
proof? “The Voice”, a Dutch television
competition for singing, is running for
seven years now, and it got adapted
throughout the entire world. To this
point, after seven years, up to 3 million
people in Dutch alone are still watching
it. In America it was about 15.64 million
for the finale of the 12th season. Please
remember, this is just about singing.
The voice as an expression of ourselves
is the basis for us talking, laughing,
shouting, humming, murmuring to ourselves. In Bathurst case, this way of connecting with her surrounding, was lost.
“Nothing. Not a whisper. He was giving
it all, every last atom in him, and none
of it reached me.”
Even with hearing aids is a barrier in
the way. Subconsciously, people tend to
assume that a person who has trouble
hearing a conversation is not intelligent
enough to understand the conversation.
Silence is a synonym of obedience, for
cowardice, for imbecility. How to differentiate one from another. If a person

repeats for the 15th times ‘Excuse me’,
why bother trying to explain again and
again? Communication is becoming an
effort, something humans with perfect
hearing don’t have the time for. In result, the people with hearing problems
isolate themselves. Being witty takes
too much time, a problem. Ordering
in restaurants where the background
chattering is already soaking up half of
the conversation, a problem. Talking to
children, when their high-pitched voices are not able to move the hair cells in
the Coachella, a problem. People who
have trouble hearing, are isolated. The
fear of being a burden, of being an obstacle in other people’s way, the fear of
being left alone. Deafened persons of all
ages develop those feelings. “And you
just wish that with a knife you could
cut the bubble wrap from around you
enough to hear anything – it’s almost
like you’ve lost a language.” Like you
have lost yourself. Who is there to speak
up for them, to lend them a voice and to
return their identity to them?

[ SOUNDS OF NATURE ]

In cities you don’t wake up to the
chirping of birds, you wake up to
the sound of cars rambling up and
down the streets. It all began with
the invention of Ford’s Model T as the
first step of many in the direction of
globalisation. Since then, transportation
by cars and airplanes is one of the
cores which keeps our civilisation
progressing. One disadvantage is
widely known, the pollution of our air,
while a second disadvantage keeps on
being disregarded, the constant noise
produced by the machines. Research
shows that this cacophony is quite
dangerous for the human condition.
Increased blood pressure, headaches
and a higher risk of heart attack are a
few examples of the potential threats
of long-term environmental noise. The
U.S. Noise Control Act from 1972 allowed
the Environmental Protection Agency
to enforce limits on noise from motor
vehicles and machinery. Even so, the
noise protection in National Parks has
remained largely disregarded. Now
nature is forced to suffer from our
never-ending roaring machine called
civilisation.
In protected areas in the US, scientists
took over a million hours of sound
recordings, which revealed that in two
thirds of the 492 locations tested, human
noise has led to an increase of the sound
level to up to two times more in contrast
to natural background. At some of these
locations, it was even up to ten times
more.
The problems resulting of this invisible
conquest are mostly affecting animals.
According to Buxton, rudimentary
behaviours like escaping predators,
attracting mates, finding food and
maintaining relationships in social
groups are based on sounds. Overlapping
these sounds with human noise has
serious consequences. The disruption
of the wildlife impacts on the whole

ecosystem. Noelle Kumpel, member of
the Zoological Society of London stated:
“It is a hidden impact that we don’t really
think about. We, as humans, value and
appreciate peace and quiet and wildlife
reacts in the same way. Noise levels are
important to that level of enjoyment and
what we humans and animals get from
nature.”
At the moment, 80% of the US is within
a distance of 1 kilometre of a road.
This encloses resorts and protected
areas. Strategies to reduce the noise
are shuttles and converging highways
and flight paths into ‘noise corridors’. A
map of noise shall
visualise
the
noise data, so land
managers can act
where necessary.
We arrived at the
point where we
need to reconsider
noise as a threat.
This is something
which industry needs to be more aware
of. We are on the verge of another
automotive revolution, from fossil fuel to
electricity, so instead of simply putting
a sound machine in a car, the science of
sound and its impact has to be studied
and evaluated to find a solution securing
safety as well as wellbeing.
“Next time you go for a walk in the
woods, pay attention to the sounds you
hear – the flow of a river, wind through
the trees, singing birds, bugling elk.
These acoustic resources are just as
magnificent as visual ones, and deserve
our protection,” said Rachel Buxton,
publisher of the report ‘Noise pollution is
pervasive in U.S. protected areas’. “They
make us feel good and are important for
our physical and emotional wellbeing.
We actually have research that shows
that natural sounds improve our mood,
increase our memory retention and
restore our senses.”

NEVER-ENDING
ROARING
MACHINE CALLED
CIVILISATION

AS THE TRUEST SOCIETY
APPROACHES ALWAYS NEARER
TO SOLITUDE, SO THE MOST
EXCELLENT SPEECH FINALLY
FALLS INTO SILENCE. SILENCE IS
AUDIBLE TO ALL MEN, AT ALL
TIMES, AND IN ALL PLACES. SHE
IS WHEN WE HEAR INWARDLY,
SOUND WHEN WE HEAR
OUTWARDLY. CREATION HAS
NOT DISPLACED HER, BUT IS
HER VISIBLE FRAMEWORK AND
FOIL. ALL SOUNDS ARE HER
SERVANTS, AND PURVEYORS,
PROCLAIMING NOT ONLY THAT
THEIR MISTRESS IS, BUT IS A
RARE MISTRESS, AND EARNESTLY
TO BE SOUGHT AFTER.
[ HENRY DAVID THOREAU ]
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[ HEARABLES ]

As a concept, the periodical [weyv], 'wave' in phonetic language, is a monthly published magazine with the purpose of
each publication to consider one futuristic trend which has the
potential to change the way people live. This specific issue is
focusing on the trend 'hearables' with the key question: Which
potentials do hearables have to influence the society in regards
of communication?
The readership of this magazine is narrowed down to people
with a passion for innovations, big ideas and technological
trends. The intended reader group is between 20 and 40 years
old, read 'Wired' and similar magazines on regular basis but
are more interested in content than entertainment. The magazine acts in contrast to many websites, which update the reader with current news, but there is mostly a lack of background
facts as well as critical additional articles. Through the magazine, the reader will be able to get an overall knowledge of
the topic without the necessity to research for further information for a satisfying understanding. In contrast to diverting the
reader with the current news, the magazine chooses carefully
one issue and dissects it into the consequences and the societal changes, the respective new technology might trigger. The
name [weyv] resembles this core idea. The definition of ripple
effect is "a spreading effect or series of consequences caused by
a single action or event" (dictionary.com). The ripples, so effect
and consequences, scattered by a big idea is going to be examined by this publication. Furthermore, waves are a synonym
for the hidden technology. It started with radio waves, now we
have advanced to light waves to communicate data invisibly
from one user to the other. These technologies surrounding us
invisibly have an enormous impact on our lives. The name is
chosen carefully, as a symbol for technology, for consequences
and for human experiences, created out of new big ideas.
As a result, the writing of the periodical is adapted to the people interested in this kind of focused information. Its main inspiration is the website and magazine ‘Wired’. Like this publication, [weyv] is following the credo to provide “informed
and intelligent analysis, and a consistently reliable predictor
of change”. The writing style of [weyv] is like wired using a
mixture of researched analysis as well as thought provoking theories. Taking Wired’s approach further, [weyv] is focusing on one innovation, while the magazine as well as the
website are only touching the surface of most of the technol-

ogies. Their aim is to inform the reader about all the most
recent news, while [weyv]’s goal is to think outside of the
box and to give a profound insight. The aspect of provoking
in the articles is influenced by the articles of the newspaper
‘theguardian’: well research opinions without the aspect of agitation are part of the newspaper’s identity. The down to earth
and approachable language of wired combined with the provoking aspects of 'theguardian' produce the core writing style
which [weyv] aims for.
The design style of the magazine resembles this identity. The
main colours yellow, black and white are recreating a style of
minimalism, technology, confidence as well as comfort. To give
the articles the space, helps the reader not to feel overwhelmed
but intrigued. The focus of the magazine is on text rather than
imagery. Therefore, the choice of images are significant ones
and their placement in the magazine emphasises the story powerfully.
The structure of the magazine mirrors the core intention to
give knowledge. The first articles reveal about the basic meaning of the surrounding societal aspects which come along
with the innovation. In this respective case, I focused on inviting the reader to the world of hearables. The first articles
'The Nature of Sound' and 'Hear It' help the reader to understand the general aspects of the big idea. The following articles
are revealing a more detailed insight into specific products:
'Here None' and 'A Fish in Your Ear'. At the end of the magazine,
articles looking outside of the box are placed, to incite thoughts
and ideas in the reader, in this case the articles 'Hello Silence,
My Old Friend' and 'Sounds of Nature'.
For the topic 'hearables', I focused on the specific products
Pilot, Dash Pro, Here One and Pixelbuds amongst all the others, because they are quite far ahead in development and they
have innovative features implemented into their products. The
hearables can also be used for sportive aspects and music, but
these are rather a new kind of fitbit. Hence the emphasis of the
articles is on the companies Doppler Labs, Bragi, Google and
Waverly Labs.
Furthermore, the articles focus on the impact on societal behaviour. The area of deaf society as well as the design or functionality of hearing aids was due to the extent of the dissertation carefully left out of the magazines.
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